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Kolaborasi antar Stakeholder dalam Pembangunan Inklusif pada Sektor Pariwisata (Studi Kasus Wisata Pulau Merah di Kabupaten Banyuwangi)

Abstract

This research aims to describe the collaboration between stakeholders of the tourism industry in Pulau Merah (Red Island), Banyuwangi Region. In a collaboration, there are often various perceptions and interests between stakeholders that could lead to internal conflicts. Amongst this is conflicts between stakeholders of Pulau Merah (Red Island). Although there are conflicts in such collaboration, the development of tourism in Red Island remains fast growing. In other words, eventhough there are several conflicts between stakeholders, tourism related activitiesfirmly but significanly flourish. This phenomenon is quite interestingto be explored, in order to comprehend how the collaboration between stakeholders in Pulau Merah (Red Island) actually is. Besides, this research attempts to understand the achievement of the collaboration relating with inclusive development. Inclusive development is the most recent aproaches of development paradigms, which seeks to distribute the benefit of development as evenly as possible by involving local communities and preserving environment. The inclusive development framework, is used to analyse the achievement of the collaboration between stakeholders in Pulau Merah. Based on these ground, this research is sought to answer the questions of: (1) how is the collaboration between stakeholders in Pulau Merah? And (2) how is the acievements as the results of those colaboration regarding inclusive development?

This research employs descriptive qualitative case study methods. Observation, deep interview, and analysis of documents were conducted to gather data. Informants were selected using purposive sampling methods with a total of 27 informants. This consisted of elements of each stakeholders in Pulau Merah, namely Banyuwangi Region Goverment, Perum Perhutani?? and Local Communities of Pulau Merah. This research finds that: (1) colaboration between stakeholders in Pulau Merah has barely worked smoothly. Nevertheless there are some dominant component of collaboration, which contribute to success development of tourism in Pulau Merah. These components are mutual understanding, excelent administration, and mutuality that resulting to the prevail of this colaboration in term of reaching their purposes eventhough several internal conflicts occurred; (2) The achievements of inclusive development in Pulau Merah are excelent because the benefits of development has been evenly felt by and distributed to local communities around Pulau Merah; meanwhile the participations of the local communities are quite intens, and lastly, the local communities’s comprehension related to the urgency of environmental preserverance are relatively high.
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